A MODERN POLICE STATION

– FOCUSING ON CO-OPERATION AND ACOUSTICS.
The production of the new crime series ”Sthlm Rekviem” chose to furnish their police station with products f
rom Gotessons and A.M. Acoustics. The first episode mentions the focus on creating a work enironment
optimized for co-operation. The acoustic advantages come along for free.
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In the the first episode of the new crime series ”Sthlm Rekviem”
Jessica Liedberg comments on how the new furniture creates a
good atmosphere as she shows Liv Mjönes the office.
At Gotessons we are constantly working towards creating better
environments for out customers. There is an active focus to improve
acoustics, lighting, air and ergonomics. ”We are very happy that the
production chose furniture from from Gotessons and A.M. Acoustics
when they furnished their police station. It’s even more fun to see how
actively they use them in the series”, says Johan Götesson, Creative
Director at Gotessons. Office Ballz was among the chosen products
and is recommended in working environments where sitting occurs a
lot, in order to compensate with an activiating seating. The shape of
the Office Ballz depends on the pilates ball inside. It demands that the
core works to keep the body stable and leads to stronger muscles
and a better posture.
In an environment where there is a lot of movement and noise, it’s
essential to take noise reducing materials into consideration. Our
sound absorbing table screens are an exellant choice for this. Not only
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do they improve acoustics, they also create indivudal work spaces.
Our popular The Hut with its befitting Monoply inspired pieces also
suit the activity based work concept. The assortment focuses on
creatives meeting places and the use of single work spaces.
Textiles easily create a welcoming feeling and can simultaneously
be used to divide space. LOD and GARDINER from A.M. Acoustics
are excellent example of stylish and usable acoustic solutions.
Gotessons’ assortment of artificial plants have the same broad area
of use. Build an oasis of greenery or use our taller plants as a creative
room divider.
A power nap can be compared with a restart of the day. Our product
Office Nap promotes taking a micro break to regain energy. The
filling consists of EPP bullets that adjusts after your body shape for
the highest comfort. At the AAAS science conference in San Diego,
sleep scientist Sara Mednick talked about naps improving memory
functions, increasing performance and creativity. Pull your Office Nap
by the leather lable to a quieter space and have a comfortable lie
down after lunch.
Read more about our products at www.gotessons.com
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